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ERICA SYNTHS X RICHIE HAWTIN
BULLFROG

Learn. Produce. Perform

Created by Erica Synths & Richie Hawtin, Bullfrog is an educational electronic music
instrument designed to captivate and inspire both youth and professionals alike. Bullfrog
invites you to unlock musicality while combining the thrill of electronic music production
with a comprehensive learning experience.

Bullfrog is a classical subtractive synthesiser – it consists of several “modules” for sound
generation – VCO, NOISE GENERATOR - and treatment – VCF, VCA/DELAY, as well as
“modules” that generate control and modulation signals to control them – ENVELOPE
GENERATORS and SAMPLE & HOLD. The Bullfrog will not make the sound on its own
unless it is patched – using eurorack patch cables to interconnect the “modules” or by
inserting voice cards that create internal connections between the “modules” in a specific
way and add extra functionality, like sampler/looper, sequencer, groovebox, etc. This
approach better helps to understand functionality of a subtractive synthesizer and the
principles of sound design with instruments like these.

In order to provide a well rounded understanding of the functionality of this synthesizer and
sound synthesis in general, a comprehensive user manual is created to accompany the
learning process.

Bullfrog will be available via ericasynths.lv and the best electronic music retailers
across the globe on 10th of August 2023

Learn more & subscribe via bullfrog.ericasynths.lv
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Thoughts on Bullfrog by Richie Hawtin

''Electronic Music is as popular as ever and its traditions and frequencies now stretch
around the world, uniting people across language and cultures. For me, one of the most
exciting parts of creating with a synthesiser is the playful experimentation that inspires and
pushes the imagination. Whether the intention is to create abstract frequencies or sounds
inspired by real-life, the route one takes is personal and often surprising. It is within these
investigations where the beauty of synthesis really comes alive, and which often unlocks a
new sense of creative purpose. This journey of discovery is what originally pulled me deep
into the world of electronic music and continues to be part of the fascination I find when
working in the studio or performing on stage. As a teenager I felt like I was searching for
the right outlet to transit my creativity and in synthesis I found a path.

These memories and concepts are at the heart of our Bullfrog synthesiser. Whether
someone’s experience with Bullfrog points them down a career in electronic music or not,
our goal is to both nurture a passion for electronically produced sounds and promote a fun
easy learning path into basic sound synthesis.

We believe that the hands-on approach and problem solving that is innate to synthesis on
a semi-modular synth like the Bullfrog, contains life lessons that go beyond what we can
hear. The Bullfrog encapsulates the foundations of synthesis and is built with an
immediate, intuitive design and a unique expandable architecture that grows and expands
together with our user's imagination.

This instrument feels at home anywhere - as an educational tool in music and physics
classes, as an addition to your basement studio or even as a tool for performance on a
stage.

Learn. Produce. Perform.''

- Richie Hawtin



Erica Synths is a leading innovator in the field of electronic musical instruments and
modular synthesizers. Established in 2014 and headquartered in Riga, Latvia, Erica Synths
is driven by a passionate team of visionaries, engineers and musicians creating unique
eurorack modules and instruments that turn any performance or studio setup apart from
mass in terms of how it sounds, looks and functions. With a diverse product portfolio, Erica
Synths offers a wide range of Eurorack modules, desktop instruments, and accessories,
each meticulously crafted to deliver outstanding sound quality, versatility, and intuitive user
interfaces. The company's innovative designs are highly regarded by both professionals and
enthusiasts alike, making Erica Synths a trusted name in the electronic music community.

Richie Hawtin aka Plastikman is a genuine original. His critical acclaim spans the creative
realm of the fine art community to the technological vanguard. As a performing artist, he is
constantly pushing conceptual frontiers, creating ideas and experiences that would have
seemed pure science fiction when he began his career in the emerging techno scene in
Detroit. Hawtin is British-born and Canadian-raised. He is the business mind behind the
labels Plus 8, MINUS Records and now From Our Minds. And, of course, he is Plastikman,
electronic musician par excellence, maintaining an underground agenda of avant-garde
electronica over six albums. In technology, it was Hawtin who led the shift from physical to
digital DJing through the creation of Final Scratch; he was a co-founder of the pioneering
Beatport digital store; currently heads up his own music-technology fund Plus 8 Equities;
and created PLAYdifferently for innovative DJ and performance technologies with the
MODEL 1 and MODEL 1.4 mixer.


